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1. Introduction

In the Standard Model, vector boson scattering (VBS) amplitudes violate unitarity for $m_H > 870$ GeV [1]. If a light Higgs Boson does not exist, some new physics must be at work. Vector boson scattering resonances (see fig 1) could be a possible manifestation of this new physics. Such resonances are predicted by a number of theories [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9].

All of these theories are described by the Electro-weak Chiral Langrangian (EWCL) [10, 11], which is an effective theory valid for energies up to $\approx 3$ TeV. At LHC energies it is necessary to unitarise the scattering amplitudes. The calculated resonance structure is affected by the unitarisation scheme used. Here\(^1\), we show results found using the Inverse Amplitude (Padé) unitarisation scheme [13].

The EWCL has a small number of parameters, two of which ($a_4$ and $a_5$, see fig 2) describe VBS. These two parameters are limited to be $< 10^{-2}$ by low energy data. Poles can occur in the physical part of the plane, which correspond to resonances. These can be either scalar Higgs Boson like resonances, or vector technicolor-like resonances [14].

2. Signals and Backgrounds

Signal events were generated with $a_4$ and $a_5$ set to values which give rise to resonances at or around 500, 800 and 1100 GeV. WW, WZ and ZZ interactions were investigated.

These events are characterised by:

- Tag jets at high $|\eta|$ (see fig 3)
- Absence of hadronic activity between tag jets due to the color-free VBS interaction.
- The presence of two vector bosons. In this study, one boson was required to decay leptonically, and the other to decay hadronically. For highly boosted hadronically decaying bosons, the two jets often overlap, and are not resolved by the jet finders.

\(^{1}\)For a fuller discussion, see [12]
The signal event samples were generated using Pythia 6.403 [15] modified to use the amplitudes of Dobado et al [16] which uses the EWCL and the Inverse Amplitude unitarisation scheme. CTEQ6L parton density functions were used with renormalisation scale $Q^2 = M_W^2$.

Backgrounds to the signal include:

- $Z$ or $W + 3$ jets (background to events where the two jets are not resolved).
- $Z$ or $W + 4$ jets (background to events where the two jets are resolved).
- $t\bar{t}$

The vector boson + jets events were generated using MADGRAPH [17]. The parton showering was provided by Pythia 6.403. The renormalisation and refactorisation scale were given by $Q^2 = M_W^2$. The $t\bar{t}$ events were generated using MC@NLO [18, 19] with Herwig [20, 21] used for the parton shower hadronisation, and JIMMY [22, 23] used for the underlying event.

The generated events were passed through the full ATLAS detector simulation and event reconstruction chain.

3. Event Selection

3.1 Leptonic Vector Boson Reconstruction

- The decay $W^\pm \rightarrow \ell^\pm \nu$ was reconstructed using the nominal value for $M_W$, the charged lepton momentum $p_\ell$, and by taking the $p_\nu$ of the missing momentum of the event as $p_\nu^T$. If the resulting quadratic expression in $p_\nu^T$ had a real solution, the event was said to contain a $W$.

- $Z \rightarrow \ell^+\ell^-$ decays were reconstructed from same flavor, oppositely charged leptons. Momentum and $|\eta|$ cuts were applied to the leptons, and a mass cut was applied to the lepton pair.

3.2 Hadronic Vector Boson Reconstruction

Jets were reconstructed using both cone and $k_T$ [24, 25, 26] jet finders. Hadronically decaying vector bosons which are decay products of light ($\approx 500$ GeV and below) resonances usually decay to two distinct jets. As the resonance mass increases, the jets overlap, and cannot be resolved directly by the jet finders. However, it was possible to exploit the sub-jet structure of the resulting mono-jet to retrieve the two overlapping jets. Using the results of the $k_T$ algorithm, it is expected that, for the final merge, $Y \equiv E_T \times \sqrt{y} \approx m_V/2$ where $y$ is the recombination parameter. For light jets, $Y$ is expected to be much lower [27]. Figure 4 gives the fraction of single jet $W$ candidates as a function of $p_T$ for a high mass resonance.

Figure 3: $\eta$ distribution for quarks giving rise to the tag jets.
Table 1: Approximate signal and background cross sections expected after the analysis event selections, and the approximate value of the integrated luminosity required for a 5σ significance. The uncertainties are due to Monte Carlo statistics only.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>resonance mass (GeV)</th>
<th>cross section (fb)</th>
<th>Luminosity for 5σ (fb⁻¹)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WW/WZ $\rightarrow \ell\nu jj$</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.31 ± 0.05</td>
<td>0.79 ± 0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WW/WZ $\rightarrow \ell\nu jj$</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>0.65 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.87 ± 0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WW/WZ $\rightarrow \ell\nu jj$</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>0.24 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.46 ± 0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_3\ell\ell$</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.28 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.20 ± 0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_3\ell\ell$</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>0.40 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.25 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_3\ell\ell$</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>0.24 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.30 ± 0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_1\ell\ell$</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>0.20 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.09 ± 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_1\ell\ell$</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>0.11 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.10 ± 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_1\ell\ell$</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>0.070 ± 0.004</td>
<td>0.020 ± 0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z_\nu\nu\ell\ell$</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.32 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.15 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 VB Kinematic Cuts

The vector bosons were required to have $p_T > 200$ GeV, and $|\eta| < 2$.

3.4 Tag Jets, top veto and Central Region Requirements

The presence of two tag jets with $E > 300$GeV with a large rapidity gap ($|\Delta\eta| > 5$) was required. No jet (other than tag jets and hadronic VB decay jets) with $p_T > 30$ GeV between the tag jets was allowed. A top veto was applied to the channels with a large $t\bar{t}$ background. This veto rejects events in which a W candidate combines with another jet to give a mass within a window of 130-240 GeV.

4. Results

Table 1 gives the signal and background cross sections for the three masses investigated, together with the integrated luminosity required to observe a significance of 5σ.

5. Summary

We have performed a study of high mass vector boson scattering events using simulated events. The ATLAS detector response was simulated and the full reconstruction software was used. A subjet analysis was used to disentangle overlapping jets arising from the decays of highly boosted
vector bosons. The analysis is necessarily a sketch as the backgrounds will need to be evaluated from the data. Nonetheless, we estimate it will take an integrated luminosity in the range 50-250 fb$^{-1}$ to observe possible high mass resonances arising from vector boson scattering.
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